[EPUB] The Story Orchestra The Nutcracker
Press The Note To Hear Tchaikovskys Music
Right here, we have countless book the story orchestra the nutcracker press the note to hear
tchaikovskys music and collections to check out. We additionally provide variant types and also type of the
books to browse. The customary book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as well as various extra sorts
of books are readily genial here.
As this the story orchestra the nutcracker press the note to hear tchaikovskys music, it ends up bodily one of
the favored ebook the story orchestra the nutcracker press the note to hear tchaikovskys music collections
that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to see the amazing books to have.

The Nutcracker-Jessica Courtney-Tickle
2017-10-05 Follow Clara on a magical Christmas
adventure in this retelling of the classic ballet
story. Watch the Nutcracker battle the Mouse
King, meet the Sugar Plum Fairy and journey to
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the Land of Sweets, where wonder and
excitement await... Including music from: 'The
Dance of the Reed Flutes', 'The Waltz of Flowers'
and 'The Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy'.

The Story Orchestra: Swan Lake-Katy Flint
2019-10-01 Discover the spellbinding magic of
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Swan Lake in this musical retelling of the ballet –
push the button on each beautiful scene to hear
the vivid sound of an orchestra playing from
Tchaikovsky’s score. This tale of a prince, a
beautiful swan princess and an evil sorcerer
begins in a woodland clearing far, far away. It is
Prince Siegfried’s 21st birthday. He is playing
games with his friends when his mother, the
Queen, arrives to tell him he needs to stop
having fun and start looking after the kingdom.
Prince Siegfried dreams of running away. He
follows an enchanting flock of swans to a
clearing by a lake, where four of the little
cygnets begin to dance. The most beautiful swan
transforms into the Princess Odette, who tells
him that she has been cursed to turn into a swan
by day and return to her natural form at night by
the evil sorcerer Von Rothbart. As the prince and
Odette dance, they begin to fall in love. The story
follows Prince Siegfried as he attends his
birthday party, is tricked into proposing to Von
Rothbart’s daughter Odile and returns to the lake
to battle the evil sorcerer. Will the prince be
reunited with his swan princess? As you and your
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little one journey through the magical scenes,
you will press the buttons to hear 10 excerpts
from the ballet’s music. At the back of the book,
find a short biography of the composer, Pyotr
Ilyich Tchaikovsky, with details about his
composition of Swan Lake. Next to this, you can
replay the musical excerpts and, for each of
them, read a discussion of the instruments,
rhythms and musical techniques that make them
so powerful. A glossary defines musical terms.
The Story Orchestra series brings classical music
to life for children through gorgeously illustrated
retellings of classic ballet stories paired with 10second sound clips of orchestras playing from
their musical scores. Manufacturer's note: please
pull the white tab out of the back of the book
before use. Sound buttons require a firm push in
exact location to work, which may be hard for
young children. All sound clips are 10 seconds
long.

Four Seasons in One Day- 2016-10-04 Follow a
little girl called Isabelle and her dog, Pickle, as
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they travel through the four seasons in one day.
Accompanied by pieces from Vivaldi's Four
Seasons, this first title in a series of sound books
that bring classical music to life for young
children.

The Story Orchestra: Carnival of the
Animals-Katy Flint 2020-09-29 The next title in
this best-selling sound series reimagines Carnival
of the Animals, one of the most famous suites of
music for children, by Camille Saint-Saens.

The Story of the Orchestra-Robert Levine 2001
Describes the orchestra and includes information
on composers, instruments, and the conductor.

The Nutcracker-New York City Ballet
2016-09-20 "For the first time, this beloved
holiday story is told based on George
Balanchine's quintessential production. The
storyline mimics the choreography of the famous
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ballet and the illustrations are inspired by the
backdrops and scenery from the actual New York
City Ballet production"--

My Nana's Garden-Dawn Casey 2021-03-23 A
lyrical, stunningly illustrated book about love,
loss, and the healing power of nature My nana's
garden is tangled with weeds. "Wildflowers,"
says Nana, "food for the bees." A little girl visits
her grandmother in summer and winter, and
together they explore the wonders of her garden.
Until, one day, Nana isn't there anymore. But as
winter gives way to spring, the girl learns that
life goes on, and so does the memory of those we
love.

Tallulah's Nutcracker-Marilyn Singer
2013-10-01 It’s Christmastime, and Tallulah
finally gets what she’s been wishing for—a part
in a real ballet, a professional production of The
Nutcracker. She’s only a mouse, but she works as
hard as if she had been cast as the Sugar Plum
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Fairy. On the night of the show, everything is
perfect. But then disaster strikes! Does Tallulah
have what it takes to become a real ballerina? A
well-told story, gorgeous illustrations, and a
beloved character conspire to make a positively
magical Christmas book.

Nutcracker-E. T. A. Hoffmann 2001 After
hearing how her toy nutcracker got his ugly face,
a little girl helps break the spell and watches him
change into a handsome prince.

The Nutcracker-Patrick Regan 2016-10-04
Experience the magic of Tchaikovsky's classic
tale with this lavishly illustrated keepsake book.
The Nutcracker is a magical story beloved by
generations of children. Follow along as
enchanted toys spring to life, dancers glide and
twirl, and a little girl learns that kindness is the
greatest gift of all. This familiar and charming
tale combines with Natasha Kuricheva's lavishly
painted illustrations to create a keepsake book
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for the whole family to enjoy.

Ada's Violin-Susan Hood 2016-05-03 A town
built on a landfill. A community in need of hope.
A girl with a dream. A man with a vision. An
ingenious idea.

The Nutcracker-Susan Jeffers 2014-11-04 New
York Times bestselling artist and Caldecott
Honor winner Susan Jeffers has created a
Nutcracker as only she can—with lavish
illustrations, magnificent detail, and enchanting
holiday scenes on every page. This is The
Nutcracker as you’ve never seen it before! Join
Marie, Fritz, and the intriguing Nutcracker
himself on a magical Christmas Eve adventure.
Behold the frightful Mouse King, the elegant
Sugar Plum fairies, and the entire Land of
Sweets in this dazzling, gorgeously illustrated
holiday classic. With spare text based on the
story in the ballet, this book offers a front-row
seat to the enthralling tale that is a perennial
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favorite of adults and children alike. And for
Susan Jeffers fans looking for extra content, an
author’s note is included at the end of the book,
in which she explains what inspired her to turn
this holiday tradition into a show-stopping
picture book.

The Nutcracker-Julie Paschkis 2001-09-01 For
generations, The Nutcracker has been a
cherished part of the Christmas season. It has
inspired artists and audiences around the world.
In this splendid edition, the beloved holiday fairy
tale is perfectly paired with dreamlike paintings
and a full-length music CD. Readers will be
moved by the tenderness of the loyal Clara, the
strength of the brave Nutcracker and the
wickedness of the Mouse King in this enthralling
tale of love, loyalty and the power of the human
heart. A treat for both eyes and ears, this special
edition is sure to become a treasured part of any
holiday collection.
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The Nutcracker-Geraldine McCaughrean
2012-10 For Christmas, Clara is given new ballet
shoes and a nutcracker doll. The nutcracker
comes alive, turns into a handsome prince, and
the marvellous adventures begin. Clara and her
prince defeat the king of the rats and travel to
the land of sweets.

The Story Orchestra: Sleeping Beauty-Jessica
Courtney Tickle 2018-10-04 In this retelling of
the classic ballet story, bring Tchaikovsky's
Sleeping Beauty to life by pressing the musical
notes on each page. Join the King and Queen as
they throw a party for their new baby, Princess
Aurora. But when a terrible guest arrives and
places a curse on princess, the kingdom must
find the one special person who can defeat it...
Read the story and then turn to the back of the
book to read about the music clips. The third title
in the Story Orchestra series, following on from
The Four Seasons, and The Nutcracker, is for
readers 5 and up.
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The Nutcracker-Grace Maccarone 2016-09-20
Relates the story of the popular ballet in which a
little girl's love for the Nutcracker brings him to
life.

Swan Lake-New York City Ballet 2019-08-27 In
this stunning follow-up to the bestselling The
Nutcracker and The Sleeping Beauty, the New
York City Ballet presents another timeless tale
for a modern ballet lover with Swan Lake. This
lavishly illustrated book follows the storyline,
choreography, costumes, and sets of the New
York City Ballet’s production of Swan Lake. With
beautiful art illustrated by Valeria Docampo, this
magnificent retelling is a perfect gift for an
aspiring ballerina or any family who wants to add
this enchanting and classic tale to their library.

Musical Books: the Nutcracker BB-Fiona
Watt 2019-10-31 A beautifully illustrated board
book that tells the magical story of Clara and her
the-story-orchestra-the-nutcracker-press-the-note-to-hear-tchaikovskys-music

nutcracker doll as they travel to the Land of
Sweets. Press the embedded sound buttons to
hear specially arranged music from
Tchaikovsky's famous ballet. Illustrations: Full
colour throughout

The Nutcracker-An Leysen 2015-09 It is
Christmas Eve and Clara and her brother Fritz
are excited! Every year uncle Drosselmeier
brings them special Christmas gifts. This year
Clara gets a wooden soldier. It’s a nutcracker
and Fritz thinks he looks a bit silly, but Clara
falls in love with his big, kind eyes. And that
night she discovers her new friend can do a lot
more than crack nuts. He used to be a brave
soldier who fell in love with a real princess... In
this magical picture book An Leysen gives the
classic Christmas story by E.T.A. Hoffmann a
new look. Her evocative art will transport you to
the wonderful world of the mean mouse king and
the beautiful Sugar Plum Fairy. For children
aged 5 and up, and for everyone who love fairy
tales!
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Welcome to the Symphony-Carolyn Sloan
2015-10-27 Using one of the most famous works
in classical music—Beethoven’s Fifth
Symphony—here is the perfect way to introduce
a young child to the world of classical music. This
charming and interactive picture book with its
panel of 19 sound buttons is like a ticket to a
concert hall, taking readers on a journey from
the exciting first moment when the musicians
begin tuning up to the end of the first movement
(attention newcomers: don’t clap yet!). At each
step of the way, readers learn the basics of
classical music and the orchestra: What is a
conductor? What is a symphony? Who was
Beethoven? The different aspects of music:
melody, harmony, tempo, theme. And the families
of instruments—strings, woodwinds, brass, and
percussion. But the best part is that every critical
idea is illustrated in gorgeous sound. The sound
panel allows readers to hear the different parts
of the symphony and voices of the music—the
famous beginning of the Fifth, what a clarinet
the-story-orchestra-the-nutcracker-press-the-note-to-hear-tchaikovskys-music

sounds like, the difference between a violin and a
viola, what a melody is, and what harmony is.
Kids will want to match their voices to the A note
that tunes the orchestra, dance to the rhythmic
passages—and, of course, sing along to da-da-dadaah!

The Story Orchestra-Katy Flint 2017 Follow
Clara on a magical Christmas adventure in this
retelling of the classic ballet story. Watch the
Nutcracker battle the Mouse King, meet the
Sugar Plum Fairy and journey to the Land of
Sweets, where wonder and excitement await.
Including music from: 'The Dance of the Reed
Flutes', 'The Waltz of Flowers' and 'The Dance of
the Sugar Plum Fairy'.

Story Orchestra: I Can Play (vol 1)2021-11-16 From the The Story Orchestra series,
a beautifully illustrated first piano sound book!
Press the keys to learn 8 famous classical tunes
from the story books. Even the youngest child
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can learn to play music with this simple method.
Color and shape codes correspond to the 14 keys,
so kids can learn easy 8-bar, one-finger melodies.
Each song includes an enchanting illustration
and description of the part of the story that the
music is telling along with playing tips. All the
favorite characters from the series are there to
encourage young musicians as they play their
first notes with the sound of a piano. I Can Play:
The Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy - The
Nutcracker (Tchaikovsky) The Dance of the Reed
Flutes - The Nutcracker (Tchaikovsky) Flight of
the Swans - Swan Lake (Tchaikovsky) Dance of
the Cygnets - Swan Lake (Tchaikovsky) Royal
March of the Lions - The Carnival of the Animals
(Saint-Saëns) The Elephant - The Carnival of the
Animals (Saint-Saëns) The Swan - The Carnival of
the Animals (Saint-Saëns) Spring Dawn Chorus The Four Seasons (Vivaldi) The Story Orchestra
series brings classical music to life for children
through gorgeously illustrated retellings of
classic ballet, opera, and program music stories
paired with 10-second sound clips of orchestras
playing from their musical scores. Also available
the-story-orchestra-the-nutcracker-press-the-note-to-hear-tchaikovskys-music

from the Story Orchestra series:The Magic Flute,
Carnival of the Animals, Swan Lake, The
Sleeping Beauty, The Nutcracker, and Four
Seasons in One Day. The perfect first keyboard to
introduce children to classical music.

Duke Ellington's Nutcracker Suite-Anna
Harwell Celenza 2018-09-17 Ellington's band
memebers were not so sure that a classical ballet
could become a cool-cat jazz number. But Duke
and Billy, inspired by their travels and by musical
styles past and present, infused the composition
with Vegas glitz, Hollywood glamour, and even a
little New York jazz. CD recording of the
Ellington/Strayhorn composition included.

Poppy and Vivaldi-Magali Le Huche 2018-05-01
Go on a musical adventure with Poppy the dog
and friends in Poppy and Vivaldi. Children and
parents will love pressing buttons and hearing
the instruments and sounds of Vivaldi on every
page! Go on a musical adventure with the
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adorable dog, Poppy, and learn about Vivaldi as
he listens to favorite sounds from the great
composer with his friend Enzo. The two friends
take an unforgettable trip to the Carnival of
Venice, where they hear the sounds of the
mandolin, cello, flute, and more. From The Four
Seasons to Griselda, Poppy and Enzo explore the
opera and take a ride on a gondola, listening to
the sounds of Vivaldi and learning a little bit
about this great composer at the same time. With
16 buttons to push and hear, kids will love
listening to the sounds of Vivaldi and the
different instruments as they follow along with
the story. With colorful illustrations and a new
sound to discover on each page, both kids and
parents will be entertained and engaged for
hours. Poppy and Vivaldi offers an opportunity to
teach kids about classical music and the sounds
of some of Vivaldi’s great works. Now that is
truly unique!

Welcome to Jazz-Carolyn Sloan 2019-10-15 AN
INTERACTIVE, SWING-ALONG PICTURE
the-story-orchestra-the-nutcracker-press-the-note-to-hear-tchaikovskys-music

BOOK—WITH 12 SOUND CHIPS! Are you ready
to swing? Discover the wonders of jazz: How to
get in the groove, what it means to play a solo,
and the joy of singing along in a call-andresponse. In this interactive swing-along picture
book with 12 sound chips, you’ll hear the
instruments of jazz—the rhythm section with its
banjo, drums, and tuba, and the leads, like the
clarinet, trumpet, and trombone. And you’ll hear
singers scat, improvising melodies with nonsense
syllables like be-bop and doo-we-ah! Along the
way, you’ll learn how this unique African
American art form started in New Orleans, and
how jazz changed over time as innovative
musicians like King Oliver, Louis Armstrong,
Duke Ellington, and Billie Holiday added their
own ideas to it. Press the buttons to hear the
band, the rhythms, and the singer calling out:
“OH WHEN THE SAINTS—oh when the saints…”

I Love the Nutcracker (My First Sound
Book)- 2018-09-25 Introduce your little one to
six of the most iconic musical pieces from
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Tchaikovsky's Christmas classic in I Love the
Nutcracker!

Bing’s Noisy Day: Interactive Sound Book
(Bing)-HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
2017-10-05 This interactive book featuring 10
sounds is perfect for fans of the hit CBeebies
series, Bing.

Poppy and the Orchestra- 2017-10-01 Go on a
musical adventure to the symphony with the
adorable dog, Poppy, and see as she meets new
friends who introduce her to the sounds of
musical instruments. With 16 buttons to push
and hear, kids will love listening to the sounds of
the different instruments as they follow along
with the story. With colorful illustrations and a
new sound to discover on each page, both kids
and parents will be entertained and engaged for
hours. Poppy and the Orchestra offers an
opportunity to teach kids about classical music
and the instruments of the orchestra. Now that is
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truly unique!

The Nutcracker in Harlem-T. E. McMorrow
2017-09-26 A Bank Street College of Education
Best Children's Book of the Year! This jazzinspired reinvention of The Nutcracker is a
worthy tribute to the dreamlike wonder and
magic of the Christmas season. In this original
retelling, set in New York City during the height
of the Harlem Renaissance, one little girl finds
her voice as a musician thanks to her enchanting
adventures with a magical toy. This
quintessential holiday tale is brought to vivid life
by debut picture book author T. E. McMorrow
and Coretta Scott King Award-winning illustrator
James Ransome. An author’s note at the end
provides additional information about the history
of the Harlem Renaissance, and about the
author’s inspiration for this musical retelling.

The Nutcracker Sound Book-Fiona Watt
2019-06 This magical activity book is filled with
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lots of Christmas scenes to decorate. Including
extra-special sparkly stickers to decorate the
pages.

The Magical Unicorn Society Official
Handbook-Selwyn E. Phipps 2018-09-18 A
vibrantly illustrated official guide to everything
unicorn-related, from the Magical Unicorn
Society. After centuries of mystery, the mythical
Magical Unicorn Society has published its official
handbook. These learned lovers of unicorns have
created a veritable treasure trove of unicorn
lore—the facts, the fiction, the where, why and
what of these elusive creatures. Discover where
unicorns really live around the world, how to find
them, and what they eat Learn how to look after
them, what powers they have, how to tempt
them, train them, and even ride them, and so
much more. With breathtaking artwork from
Helen Dardik and Harry and Zanna Goldhawk,
this special book is the ultimate gift for true
believers.
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The Nutcracker-Susanna Davidson 2012-06 As
the clock stroked midnight on Christmas Eve,
Clara's nutcracker toy turns into a prince. He
calls for his reindeer and his golden sleigh and
whisks Clara away to the mouthwatering Land of
Sweets. Five tunes from the famous ballet bring
this magical story to life.

The Nutcracker-E. T. A. Hoffman 2016-09-27 A
stunning new heirloom edition of the beloved
holiday story that inspired the classic
Christmastime ballet, reimagined for children
with lavish illustrations by Christina Hess. This
beloved children's classic promises to be the
must-read bedtime book for your family this
holiday season. Featuring whimsical artwork by
Christina Hess, fantastical characters will dance
across the pages as you read along, and a breathtaking gatefold awaits! Create new traditions
together as you read and reread this stunning
tale every night! Children, parents and
grandparents alike will love this new addition to
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the family bookshelves! A gorgeous new
reimagining of the holiday classic for families to
treasure.

The Nutcracker- 1983 On Christmas Eve, a
little girl helps break the spell on her wooden
nutcracker and watches him turn into a
handsome prince, who takes her to his kingdom
where they are entertained by dances from many
lands.

The Nutcracker and the Mouse King-E T a
Hoffmann 2020-12-14 The Nutcracker and the
Mouse King is a Christmas Classic written in
1816, by E. T. A. Hoffmann on which the famous
ballet The Nutcracker is based. In the story
young Marie Stahlbaum's favorite Christmas toy,
the Nutcracker, comes alive and, after defeating
the evil Mouse King in battle, whisks her away to
a magical kingdom populated by dolls. The story
begins on Christmas Eve at the Stahlbaum house.
Marie, seven, and her brother, Fritz, eight, sit
the-story-orchestra-the-nutcracker-press-the-note-to-hear-tchaikovskys-music

outside the parlor speculating about what kind of
present their godfather, Drosselmeyer, who is a
clockmaker and inventor, has made for them.
They are at last allowed in, where they receive
many splendid gifts...

Little Christmas Tree- 2018-10-16 One white
and snowy night, a little Christmas tree stands
alone in the forest. Everything is white and
lifeless. As the night goes on, there are signs of
life: an orange fox, a red-breasted robin, a cloud
of fireflies. By the end of the book, the little
Christmas tree is transformed by nature. Another
glorious lift-the-flap exploration of nature in the
same series as Little Tree and Little Honeybee.

Allegro-David W. Miles 2018-10 Meet Allegro, an
ordinary boy who can't stand practicing the
piano. Those black dots on the page drive him
crazy--until the music itself whisks him away on a
breathtaking journey through 11 beloved
classical pieces.
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First Book about the Orchestra-Sam Taplin
2016-07-26 Press the pictures of instruments and
players to play the sounds and hear how the
instruments work individually and together. This
is a perfect introduction to world of classical
music for young children. Players come together
in the final pages to give a rousing finale,
bringing the orchestra to life.

The Nutcracker-Jennifer Adams 2017-09-12
BabyLit(R) is a fashionable way to introduce your
baby to the world of classic literature With this
colorfully illustrated board book version of the
classic Christmas-time ballet, Jennifer Adams and
Alison Oliver present a new holiday favorite, The
Nutcracker: A BabyLit(R) Dancing Primer. This
board book features soldiers marching, mice
prancing, snowflakes swirling, dolls bending, and
buffoons skipping as a way to introduce basic
movement terms to babies and toddlers. Jennifer
Adams is the author of many books including
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Remarkably Jane: Notable Quotations on Jane
Austen and the popular Edgar the Raven series.
Jennifer works as a writer and editor in Salt Lake
City, Utah. Alison Oliver runs Sugar design
studio. Her design portfolio includes everything
from logos to packaging and product design for
clients such as Chronicle Books, Citibabes, and
Aerie. She lives in New York.

The Nutcracker of Nuremberg - Illustrated
with Silhouettes Cut by Else HasselriisAlexandre Dumas 2013-04-16 Based on the
classic Christmas story by E. T. A. Hoffmann, The
Nutcracker of Nuremberg is the magical
adventure of Marie Stahlbaum’s favourite toy,
the Nutcracker, who battles the nefarious Mouse
King in battle and takes the reader on a
wonderful adventure, into a magical land of dolls.
Dumas’s version was adapted by the Russian
composer Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky into the
famous ballet The Nutcracker. Contents include:
Part I: The Story of the Nutcracker of
Nuremberg, Part II: The Story of the Nut
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Krakatuk and the Princess Pirlipate, and Part III:
The Story of Marie and the King of the Toys. This
wonderful story is accompanied by the beautiful
silhouettes cut by Else Hasselriis. Alexandre
Dumas (1802-1870) was a famous French writer.
He is best remembered for his exciting romantic
sagas, including The Three Musketeers and The
Count of Monte Cristo. Despite making a great
deal of money from his writing, Dumas was
almost perpetually penniless thanks to his
extravagant lifestyle. His novels have since been
translated into nearly a hundred different
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languages, and have inspired over two hundred
motion pictures. Pook Press celebrates the great
'Golden Age of Illustration' in children's classics
and fairy tales a period of unparalleled
excellence in book illustration. We publish rare
and vintage Golden Age illustrated books, in
high-quality editions, so that the masterful
artwork and story-telling can continue to delight
both young and old.
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